
1
Sets

Jn this initial chapter, you will be introduced to, or more than likely be reminded of, ar fundamental idea that occurs throughout mathematics: sets. Indeeä, a set is an objectfrom which every mathematical structure is constructed (as we will often see in thesucceeding chapters). Although there is a formal subject called set theory in which theproperties of sets follow from a number of axioms, this is neither our interest nor ourneed' It is our desire to keep the discussion of sets informal without sacrificing clarity.It is almost a certainty that portions of this chapter will be familiar to you. Nevertheless,it is important that we understand what is meant by a set, how mathematicians describe
sets, the notation used with sets, and several concepts that invorve sets.

You've been experiencing sets all your rife. In fãct, all of the following are examplesof sets: the members of a sports team, the items on a shopping list, the integers. As asmall child, you learned to say the alphabet. when you did this, you *"r" actualry listingthe letters that make up the set we call the alphabet. A set is a coilection of objects.The objects that make up a set are called its erements (or members). The erements of asoftball team are the prayers, while the elements of the alphabet are retters.
. It is customary to use capital (uppercase) letters (such as A, B, C , S , X,I) to des_ignate sets and lowercase letters (foi èxample, a , b , c ,s, ¡ , y) to represent elements ofsets. If ø is an element of the set A, then we write a e A;if ø does nãt b"long to A, thenwewritea#A.

1.1 Describing a Set

There will be many occasio¡s when we (or you) will need to describe a set. The most im-portant requirement when describing a set is that the description makes it clear preciselywhich elements belong to the set.
If a set consists of a smal number of elements, then this set can be described byexplicitly listing its elements between braces (curly brackets) where the elements areseparated by commas. Thus s : {r,2,3} is a set, consisting of the numbers r, 2, and 3.The order in which the elements are listed doesn't matter. Thus the set s just mentionedcould be wri*en as S : t3, 2, t] or,S : {2, r, 3},fo, 

"r;ú;. iÀ", äã;*iue rhe sameset' If a set r consists of the first five letters of the alphabet, then it is not essential that we
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74 Cha¡rter: 1 Sets

Example 1.1

writeT : {a, b, c, d, e},thatis,theelements of 7 neednotbelistedinalphabeticalorder.
On the other hand, listing the elements of T in any other order may create unnecessary

confusion.
The set A of all people who signed the Declaration oflndependence and later became

president of the United States is ¿ : {John Adams, Thomas Jefferson} and the set B of

all positive even integers less than 20 is ß : {2,4,6, 8, 10, 12, 14' 16' 18}. Some sets

contain too many elements to be listed this way. Perhaps even the set B just given contains

too many elements to describe in this manner. In such cases, the ellipsis or "three dot

notation" is often hetpful. For example, X : {1,3, 5, . . . , 49} is the set of all positive

odd integers less than 50, while Y : {2,4,6, . ..} is the set of all positive even integers.

The th¡ee dots mean "and so on" for I and "and so on up to" for X. A set need not

contain any elements. Although it may seem peculiar to consider sets without elements,

these kinds of sets occur surprisingly often and in a variety of settings' For example,

if S is the set of real number solutions of the equation xz + 1 : 0, then S contains no

elements. There is only one set that contains no elements, and it is called the empty set

(or sometimes the null set or void set). The empty set is denoted by Ø. We also write

Ø : {\.In addition to the example given above, the set of all real numbers x such that

xz < 0 is also empty.
The elements of a set may in fact be sets themselves. The symbol I below indicates

the conclusion of an example.

The set S: {1,2,tL,2},Ø} consists of four elements, two of which are sets, namely,

{I,2} andØ.lf tuewrite C : {1,2},thenwe canalsowrite S : [1,2,C'Ø].
The set 7 : {0, {I,2,3},4,5} also has four elements, namely, the thtee integers

0,4, and 5, and the set 11,2,3]. Even though 2 e {1',2,3}, the number 2 is not an

elementof T;thatis,2 (7. 0

Often sets consist of those elements satisfying some condition or possessing some speci-

fied property. In this case, we can define such a set as S : {¡ : p(x)}, where, by this, we

mean that S consists of all those elements ;r satisfying some condition p(,t) concerning

x. Some mathematicians write S : {x I p(x)}; that is, some prefer to write a vertical

line rather than a colon (which, by itself here, is understood to mean "such that")' For

example, if we are studying real number solutions of equations, then

S : {x : (,r - lX¡ * 2)(x 13) :0}

is the set of all real numbers ¡ such that (x - lXx *2)(x + 3):0, that is, S is the

solution set of the equation (x - 1Xx +2)(x + 3):0' we could have written s:
{1, -2, -3}; however, even though this way of expressing S is apparently simpler, it
does not tell us that we are interested in the solutions of an equation. The absolute value

lxl of arealnumberx isx if .r > 0; while lxl : -x if r < 0'Therefore,

T:lx: lxl:2]
is the set of all real numbers having absolute value 2; that is, T : {2, -2}.In the sets S

and 7 that we have just described, we understand l:hat"x" refers to a real number ¡. If
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Example 1.2

7.1 Describing a Set 15

there is a possibility that this wouldn't be clear to the reader, then we should specifically
say that x is a real number. We'll say more about this soon. The set

P : {"1' : -r has been a president of the United States}

describes, rather obviously, all those individuals who have been president of the United
states. So Abraham Lincoh.r belongs to p, but Benjamin Franklin does not.

LetA:{3,4,5,...,20}.IfBclenotesthesetconsistingofthoseelementsofAthatare
less than 8, thcn wc can write

B : {x e A'. x = 8} : {3,4,5,6,7}

Some sets are encountel'ed so often that they are given special notation. We use N to
denote the set of all positive integers (or natural numbers); that is, N : { l, 2,3, . . .}.
The set of all integers (positive, negative, and zero) is denoted by Z. So Z : {. . ., -2, *1,
0,1,2,. . .Ì. with the aid of the notation we've just introduced, we can now describe the
set.E : {..., -4, -2,0,2,4, ...} of even integers by

E:{y: yisaneveninteger} or E: {2x: x isaninteger},oras

E: {y: j:2x forsome x eZ} or E: {2x: x eZl.
Also,

S : {.t2 : -r isaninteger} : {x2'. x eZ}: {0, 1, 4,g,...}
describes the set of squares of integers.

The set of real numbers is denoted by R and the set of positive real numbers is
denoted by R+.A real number that can be expressed in the form f,, where m, n e z atTd

n + 0, is callecl a rational number. For example, ?, i ,li : l, and f are rarional
numbers. The set of all rational numbers is denoted by e. of course, f : l. A real
number tlrat is not rational is called irrational. The real nurnbers Jr, J1: lj, n, und,
are known to be irational; that is, none ofthese numbers can be expressed as the ratio of
two integers. It is also known that the real numbers with infinite nonrepeating decimal
expansions are precisely the irrational numbers. There is no common symbol to denote
the set of inational numbers. We will use I for the set of all irrational numbers. Thus,
Ji enancl Jl l Q; so J2 el.

For a set s, we write lSl to denote the number of elements in s. The number
lsl is also referrecl to as the cardinal number or cardinality of S. fi A: {1,2} and
B : {1,2,{1,2},Ø},thenlAl:2 and lAl :4. Atso, lØl:O.Althoughrhenorarionis
identical for the cardinality of a set and the absolute value of a real number, we should
have no trouble distinguishing between the two. A set S is finite if lSl : n for some
nonnegative integer ¡¡. A set S is infinite if it is not finite. For the present, we will use
the notation lSl only for finite sets S. In Chapter 10, we will discuss the cardinality of
infinite sets.

Let's now consider a few examples of sets that are def,ned in terms of the special
sets we havejust described.

0
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Example 1.3

Solution

1.2 Subsets

of itself.

Exampfe 1.4 Fincl two sets A ancl B such that A is boîh an element and a subset of B

LetD: {n e N : n <9},8: {x e Q: -r =9},H: {x € R: ¡2 -2:}i,andJ :
{r e Q'. x2 -2:0}.

(a) Describe the set D by listing its elements.

(b) Give an example of three elements that belong to .E but do not belong to D.

(c) Describe the set H by listing its elements.

(d) Describe the set "I in another manner'

(e)' Determine the cardinality of each set D, H , and J .

(a) D : {1,2,3,4,5,6,1,8,9}.
(b) l,o,-2.
(c) H:{"D,-J2¡.
(d) J:Ø.
(e) lDl:9,lHl:2,andl"rl :Q. 0

Acomplexnumberisanumberof theforrn a*bi,wherea,å e Rand i: J1'
A complex number a -f bi,where b : 0, can be expressed as a * 0l or, more simply, as

a. Hence a i 0i : ø is a real number. Thus every real number is a complex number. Let

C denotethe setof complex nurtbers. If K : {x e C : xz + 1 : 0}, then K : {i, -t}.
Of course, if t: {¡ e R: ¡2 f 1:0},thenl: Ø.Youmightrecallthatthesumof
two complex numbers a I bi and c -l dí is (a -f c) + (b + d)i, while their product is

(a 1- bi). (c i ctí) : ac I adí i bcí + bdíz - @c - bd) I (ad -l bc)i.

The special sets that we've just described are now sttmmarized as follows:

for the set of
natural numbers (positive integers)

integers
rational numbers
irrational numbers
real numbers
complex numbers

symbol
N
Z
a
I
R
C

A set A is called a subset of a set B if every element of A also belongs to B' If A is a

subsetof B,thenwewrite A c B.If A,B,andC aresetssuch thatA c B arldB 9C,
then ,4 c C. This property of subsets might remind you of the property of real numbers

where if a, b, c e R suchthat if a < b anclb < c, then a < c.Fot the sets X : {I,3,61
andY : {1,2,3,5, 6}, we have X c I. Also,N c Z andQ c R. In addition, R c C'

Since Q c R and R c C, ittherefore follows that Q c C. Moreover' every set is a subset
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Example L.5

Solution

7.2 Subsets 77

Supposethatweseektwosets A and B suchthat A € B and A C,B. Let's startwith
a simple example for A, say A : {l}. Since we want A € .8, the set B must contain
the set {l} as one of its elements. on the other hand, we also require that A c ß, so
every element of A must belong to B. Since I is the only element of A, it follows that B
must also contain the number 1. A possible choice for.B is then B : {1, {1}}, although
B : $,2, {1}} would also satisfy the conditions. t

If a,set c is not a subset of a set D, then we write c g D.In this case, there must
be some element of C that is not an element of D. One consequence of this is that the
empty set Ø is a subset of every set. If this were not the case, then there must be some
set A such that Ø Ç,4. But this would mean there is some element, say x, in Ø that is
not in ,4. Howevern Ø contains no elements. So Ø c A for every set A.

Let S : {1, {Z}, ll, 2}1.

(a) Determine which of the following are elements of S:
t, {t},2, {2},0,2}, {11,2}1.

(b) Determine which of the following are subsets of S:
lrl, [2), {1, 2}, {lt}, 21, {1, {2}}, { { I }, {2}}, Ul, 2}}.

(a) The following are elements of S: l, {2}, {l ,21.
(b) The following are subsers of S: {1}, tt, t2}t, ttt,ZÐ

In a typical discussion of sets, we are ordinarily concerned with subsets of some
specified set u, called the universal set. For example, we may be dealing only with
integers, in which case the universal set is Z, or we may be dealing only with real
numbers, in which case the universal set is R. On the other hand, the universal set being
considered may be neither Z nor R. Indeed, u may not even be a set of numbers.

SomefrequentlyencounteredsubsetsofRaretheso-called"intervals'n.Forø,åeR
anda < å, the open interval (a,b)is the set

(a,b): {xe R: a<x<bl.
Therefore, all of the real numbers 2,J5,r,3,n,4.99 belong to (2,5), bur none of the
real numbers J1, t.gS,2, 5 belong to (2,5).

For a, b e R and a < b, the closed interval [a, b] is the set

Ia,bf : {re R: a<x<bl.
\ühile 2, 5 ç (2,5), we do have2,5 e f2,51. The "interval" fa, alistherefore {a}. Thus,
forq < å,wehave (a,b) cfa,bl.Fora,å e Randø < å, thehalf-openorhalf-closed
intervals [a, b) and (a, b] are defined as expected:

[a,b): {"re Ri a<x<b}and(a,b]:{xe R: a<x<b}.
For ø € R, the infinite intervals (-æ, a), (-æ, al, (a, æ), andla, oo) are defined

AS

(-æ,a)-{¡e R: ¡<a},(-oo,al:{x e R: x<a},
(ø,oo):{x €R: x >a}, fa,æ)-{x eR: x >a}.

I



18 Chapter 1 Sets

Figure 1.L Venn diagrams for two sets A and B

The interval (-oo, oo) is the set R. Note that the infinity symbols oo and -oo are not

real numbers; they are used only to help describe certain intervals. Therefore, [1, oo],

for example, has no meaning.

Two sets A and B are equal, indicated by writing A : B, if they have exactly the

same elements. Another way of saying A: B is that every element of A is in B and

every element of B is in A, that is, A c B and B C A. This fact will be very useful to us

in Chapter 4.I1 A f B , then there must be some element that belongs to one of A and

B but does not belong to the other.

It is often convenient to represent sets by diagrams called Venn diagrams. For

example, Figure 1.1 shows Venn diagrams for two sets A and ß. The diagram on the left

represents two sets A and B that have no elements in common, while the diagram on the

right is more general. The element x belongs to A but not to B; the element y belongs

to B but not to A; the element z belongs to both A and B; and w belongs to neither A

nor B. In general, the elements of a set are understood to be those displayed within the

region that describes the set. A rectangle in a Venn diagram represents the universal set

in this case. Since every element under consideration belongs to the universal set, each

element in a Venn diagram lies within the rectangle.

A set A is aproper subset ofa set B if A c Bbut A + B.If A is apropersubset

of B, then we write A c B. For example, if S : {4,5,7} and T : {3,4'5'6,7}, then

S C T. (Although we write A C B to indicate that A is a proper subset of B, it should

be mentioned that some prefer to write A Ç B to indicate that A is a proper subset of

B. Indeed, there are some who write A C B, rather than A C B, to indicate that A is a

subset of B. We will follow the notation introduced above, however.)

The set consisting of all subsets of a given set A is called the power set of A and is

denoted by P(A).

Example 1.6 For each set A below, determine P(A). In each case, determine lAl and lP(A)l

(a) A:Ø, (b) A: {a,b}, (c) A: {I,2,3}

Solutíon (a) P(A) : {Ø}. In this case, lAl : 0 and l2(A)l : I'
(b) P(A) : {Ø, lai, {b}, la, å}}. In this case, lAl : 2 and lP(A)l : 4

(c) P(A) : lØ, {rl, {21, {31, {t,21, {t,3}, {2,31,|t'2,31}.
In this case, lAl : 3 and l2(Á)l : 8. I

w
a

A B

a

u
a

x)
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Notice that for each set A in Example 1.6, we have lp(,A)l - 2lel.In fact, if A is
any finite set, with ¡¿ elements say, then P(A)has 2/? elements; that is,

lP(A)l :2tet

for every finite set A. (Later we will explain why this is true.)

Example 1..7 If C : {Ø, {Ø}.}, then

P(C) : {Ø,1Ø}, uØ}|,lØ, {Ø}l}.

It is important to note that no nuo of the sets Ø , {Ø} , and lIØ}} are equal. (An empty box
and a box containing an empty box are not the same.) For the set C above, it is therefore
correct to write

Ø c C,Ø c C,Ø e C, {Ø} c C, {Ø} c C, {Ø} e C,

as well as

{{Ø}} ç c, UØll ç c, llØl} e P(C ). 0

1.3 Set Operations

Just as there are several ways of combining two integers to produce another integer
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, and sometimes division), there are several ways
to combine two sets to produce another set. The union of two sets A and ,8, denoted by
A U B , is the set of all elements belonging to A or B; that is,

AUB:{x: xeAorxeBl.
The use of the word "or" here, and in mathematics in general, allows an element of
Au B to belongtoboth AandB. Thatis,x is in A u B if x is in A orx is in B orx is
in both A and B. A Venn diagram for A U B is shown in Figure 1.2.

Example 1.8 For the sets A1 : 12, 5, 7, 8\, Az : { 1, 3, 5}, and A3 : {2, 4, 6, B}, we have

A1U A2: {1,2,3,5,7,81,
Atu A3 - [2,4,5,6,7,9],
A2u A3 - {r,2,3,4,5,6,91.

A/so,NUZ:ZandQUI:R. t
A t)

Figure 1.2 A Venn diagram for AU B
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A D

Figure 1.3 A Venn diagram for A o B

The intersection of two sets A and B is the set of all elements belonging to both A
and .8. The intersection of A and ,B is denoted by A n B. In symbols,

A1'B:{x: xeAandxe B}.

A Venn diagram for A O B is shown in Figure 1.3.

Example 1.9 For the sets A1, A2, and A3 described in Example 1.8,

A1À A2: {5}, A1 I A3 : {2,8}, and A2ì A3 : fi

A/so,NOZ:NandQflR:Q I
For every two sets A and B, it follows that

A'BCAUB.
If two sets A and B have no elements in common, then A f-l B : Ø and A and B

are said to be disjoint. Consequently, the sets A2 and A¡ described in Example 1.8 are
disjoin! however, A1 and A3 are not disjoint since 2 and 8 belong to both sets. Also, Q
and I are disjoint.

The difference A -.8 of two sets A and B (also written as A \ B by some mathe-
maticians) is defined as

A-B:{x: xeAandx(.8}
A Venn diagram for A - B is shown in Figure 1.4.

A B

Figure 1.4 A Venn diagram for A - B
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tI

Figure 1.5 A Venn diagram for A

Example 1.10 For the sets A¡ - Í2,5,7,8| and A2: {1,3,5} in Examples l.g and l.g, h _ Az:
{2,7,8} and A2 - At : ll,3}. Furthermore, R - e : I. 0

Suppose that we are considering a certain universal set U; that is, all sets being
discussed are subsets of t/. For a set A, its complement is

Ã:U-A:{x: xeUandxfA}.

\Y 
=Z,thenÑ: 

{0, -I,-2,...};while if U :R,rhen0: I. AVenndiagramfor
A is shown in Figure L5.

The set difference A - B is sometimes called the relative complement of B in
A.Indeed,fromrhedefinition, A-B:lx : x e Aand xÊB].Theset A_Bcan
also be expressed in terms of complements, namely, A - B : A aE. This fact will be
established later.

Example 1 ll Let U : {1,2,...,10} be the universal set, A: {2,3,5,7}, and B :12,4,6, g, l0}
Determine each of the following:

(a) B, (b) ,4 - B, (c) A n B,

(a) E : 1t, 3, s,i,9|.
(b) A-B:{3,5,71.
(c) AaE:ß,5,7]:A-8.
(d) B:B-12,4,6,8, 10Ì.

:
(d) B

Solution

I
Example 1.12 Let A : {0, {0}, {0, {0}}}

(a) Determine which of the following are elemenrs of A: 0, {0}, {{0}}
(b) Determine lAl.
(c) Determine which of rhe following are subsets of A: 0, {0}, {{0}}.

For (d)-(i), determine the indicared sets.

(d) {0} n A
(e) {{0}} n A
(Ð {{{0}}} n A
(e) {0} u A
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(h) {{0}} u A
(Ð {{{0}}} uA

Solution (a) While 0 and {0} are elements of e, {{0}} is not an element of A.

(b) The set A has three elements:0, {0}, {0, {0}}.Therefore, lAl:3.
(c) The integer 0 is not a set and so cannot be a subset of A (or a subset ofany

otherset). Since0 e A and {0} e Á, itfollows that {0} c A and {{0}} c A.

(d) Since 0 is the only element that belongs to both {0} and A, it follows that

{0}nA:{0}.
(e) Since {0} is the only element that belongs to both {{0}} and A, ir follows rhar

{{0}}nA:{{0}}.
(Ð Since {{0}} is not an element of A, it follows that {{{0}}} and A are disjoint

sets and so {{{0}}} t A: Ø.

(g) Since 0 e A, it follows that {0} U A : A.

(h) Since {0} e. A,itfollows that {{0}} U A: A.

(Ð Since {{0}} É A, it" follows that {{{0}}} u A : {0, {0}, {{0}}, {0, {0}}}. t I

1.4 Indexed Collections of Sets

We will often encounter situations where more than two sets are combined using the set
operations described above. In the case of three sets A, B, and C, the standard Venn
diagram is shown in Figure 1.6.

The union AU B U C is defined as

AUBUC:{x: xeAorxeB or"re C}.

Thus, in order for an element to belong to A U B 0 C , the element must belong to at
least one of the sets A, B , and C. Because it is often useful to consider the union of
several sets, additional notation is needed. The union of the zl > 2 sets At, Az, . . . , A,
is denotedby A1 U AzU...U 4,, or U'i:, A, and is defined as

tl

[JO, : {x : r e A¡ forsome i,t < i < n}.
i:l

A D

C

Figure 1.6 A Venn diagram for three sets
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Thus, for an element a to belong to U=, A¿, it is necessary that a belongs to at least one
of the sets At, Az, . . . , An.

Example 1.13 Let 81: {1,21, B2: {2,31,..., ,816 : {10, lll; that is, B¡ : {t, t + 1} for i :
I,2, . . . , 10. Determine each of the following:

10 7

1a; [J.Br. 1u) U.a'. (") UB¿. (d) UB¡,where r < i <¿ < 10.

i=1 i= I i:3

Solution fu) U B¡ :11,2,.,.,6\. G) U B¡ : {t,2,...,lt¡
l0

i=l
k

j:l
7

f") U B¡ : {3,4,...,8}. (d) U & : U,j+1,...,/r+1} I
i:3

I
Vy'e are often interested in the intersection of several sets as well. The intersection

of the n > 2 sets At, A2,..., A, is expressed as A1 fì Azî...1-l A, or (-li:t A¡ and is

defined by
n

llO, : {x : x eA¡ forevery i,l < i < n}.
t:l

The next example concerns the sets mentioned in Example 1.13.

Let B¡ - {i, i * ll for i : l, 2,. . ., 10. Determine the following :

l0 "r+l
(u) ll8,. (b) B' n Br+r. (") l-l B', where I < i < 10.

i:l ¡:j
k

(d) nB¡ where I < j <k < 10.'tt'
i:j

10 j+1

fu) ll B¡ : Ø. (b) Br n B¡+t: {t + 1}. (c) n Bi : {j + 1}
i:t

Example 1.14

Solution

a

k k

(d) n B¡ : Ii +\tk : i +r;while[-l B¡ :Øifk > i + t. 0

There are instances when the union or intersection of a collection of sets cannot be

described conveniently (or perhaps at all) in the manner mentioned above. For this reason,

we introduce a (nonempty) set 1, called an index set, which is used as a mechanism for
selecting those sets we want to consider. For example, for an index set 1, suppose that
there is a set So for each cv € 1. rùy'e write {So}o.¡ to describe the collection of all sets

So, where ø e 1. Such a collection is called an indexed collection of sets. rily'e define the

union ofthe sets in {So}o.¡ by

LJt" : {x : x eSo forsome a € Il,
uël
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Example 1.15

Example 1.17

4,,: f€R

and the intersection of these sets by

Hence an element ø belongs to [Jo.r So if ct belongs to at least one of the sets in
the collection {So}oe¡, while a belongs to l-ìo.¡ So if a belongs to every set in the

collection {So}o.¡. We refer to LJo.¡ So as the union of the collection {5o}o6¡ and

llo.¡ So as the intersection of the collection {So}o.¡. Just as there is nothing special

about our choice of i in Ui:, A, (that is, we could just as well describe this set by

U",:, A ¡, say). there is nothing special about ø in Uo.¡ So. We could also describe this

sei by 1J,., S. . The variables i and a above are "dummy variables" and any appropriate

symbol could be used. Indeed, we could write "I or some other symbol for an index

set.

For n e N, define 5,, : {n,2n}. For example, 51 : {1, 2}, Sz : {2,4}, and 54 : {4, 8}.

Then S y U 52 U Sa : { 1, 2, 4, 8}. We can also describe this set by meøns of an index set.

If we let I : {1,2, 4}, then

LJt":s1Us2Usa' I
ael

l-lt" : {,r : x e So forall u e l}
aít

Example 1.16 For each ¡z e N, define A,, to be the closed intervot l- I , l) of reat numbers; that is,

f
I

I 1ì
--<x<-ln nJ

So A1: [-1, 1], Az:l-à,il,lt: i-å,å1, and so on.We have now defined the

sets A1, Az, A2,.... The union of these sets can be written as A1U AzU A3U "' or

UË, A,.UslngN asanindexset,wecanalsowritethisunionas [Jr.¡r 4,,.\ínce A,, c
A1 : [-1, l)forevery ø e N, itfollowsthatl),,.*A,,:l-I,ll.Certainly,0 e A,,for
every n eN;infact,l^ìrur.l Au : {0}. t

Let A denote the set ofthe letters ofthe alphabet, that ís, A: {a,b,..., z}. For a e A,
let Ao consíst of u and the two letters thatfollow a. So Ao : {a, b, c} and A6 : {b, c, d}.
By Ay, we will mean the set {y, z, a} ønd A, - {2, a, bl. Hence I A"l : 3 fot every a e A.

Therefore,Uo.t Ao : A. Indeed, tf

B: {a,d, S, j,m, p,s,v,yl,

then l)o.uA,: A as well. On the other hand, if I :1p,q,rj, then Uoet Ao:
{p,q,r,s,tl;whíle l^lo.¡ Ao: {¡'}. I

Example 1.18 Let S :11,2,...,1.0j. Eachof the sets

51 : {1,2,3,4}, 52: {4,5,6,7,81, and 53 : {7,8,9, 10}

isasubsetof S.Also,St U 52 U S: : S.Thisunioncanbedescríbedinanumbet'ofways.
Define I : {l ,2, 3} and -I : {Sr , Sz, S: }. Then the ttnion of the three sets belonging to
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J is precisely Sl U 52 U $, which can also be written as

S : Sr u s2 u s: : LJS, : [Js" : (.J x 0
j=l qel XeJ

1.5 Partitions of Sets

Recall that two sets are disjoint if their intersection is the empty set. A collection S of
subsets of ä set A is called pairwise disjoint if every two distinct subsets that belong to S
aredisjoint.Forexample,letA: {1,2,...,j},8: {1,6}, C : {Z,S},D : {4,7},and.s: {8,c, D}. Then s is apairwise disjoint collection of subsets of A since B f\c :
B n D : C o D : Ø. On the other hand, let A, : 1I,2,3|, Bt : ll,2Ì, Ct : 11,3\,
Dt : {2,3}, and S' : {B', C', D'}.Although S, is a collection of subsets of A, and
B'nc' I D' : Ø,thesets'isnotapairwisedisjointcollectionof setssinceB' ac, + Ø,
for example. Indeed, B' a D' and C' I D, are also nonempty.

we will often have the occasion (especially in chapter g) to encounter, for a
nonempty set A, a collection S of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of A with the
added property that every element of A belongs to some subset in 5. Such a collection
is called a partition of A. A partition of A can also be defined as a collection S of
nonempty subsets of A such that every element of A belongs to exactly one subset in S.
Furthermore, a partition of A can be defined as a collection 5 of subsets of A satisfying
the three properties:

(1) X +ØforeverysetX e 5;
(2) forevery two sets X,Y e5, either X :y orX O y : Ø;

(3) Ur.sx : A.

The set s1 is a partition of A. The set 52 is not a partition of A since Ø is one of the
elements of 52. The set 53 is not a partition of A either since the element 5 belongs to
two distinct subsets in s3 , namely , {3 , 4, 5} and {5, 6}. Finally, sa is also nor a parrition
of A because the element 6 belongs to no subset in 54. 0

As the word "partition" probably suggests, a partition of a nonempty set A is a
division of A into nonempty subsets. The partition s1 of the set A in Example 1.19 is
illustrated in the diagram shown in Figure 1.7.

For example, the set Z of integers can be partitioned into the set of even integers
and the set of odd integers. The set R of real numbers can be partitioned into the seiR+
of positive real numbers, the set of negative real numbers, and the set {0} consisting of

Example 1.19 consider thefollowing collections of subsets of the set A : {1, 2,3,4,5,6}

s1 : {{1, 3,6}, {2, a}, {5}};
s2 : {{1,2,3}, {4},Ø, {5,6}};
s3 : {{1, 2]., {3,4, s}, {5, 6}};

s4 : {{1, 4}, {3, s}, l2}}.

Determine which of these sets are partitions of A.

Solution
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Figure 1.7 A partition of a set

the number 0. In addition, R can be partitioned into the set Q of rational numbers and

the set I of irrational numbers.

Example 1.20 Let A:11,2,...,Lzl-

(a) Give an example of a partition S of A such that lSl : J.

(b) Give an example of a subset T of the partition S in (a) such that lI I : 3

(c) List all those elements B in the partition S in (a) such that lBl :2.

Solution (a) We are seeking a partition S of A consisting of five subsets. One such
example is

s : {{ 1, 21, 13, 4}, {5, 61, {',|, 8, 9}, { 10, tt, t2}}.

(b) We are seeking a subset T of S (given in (a)) consisting of three elements.
One such example is

r : {{1,2]f, {3,4}; {7,8,9}}.

(c) We have been asked to list all those elements of S (given in (a)) consisting of
two elements of A. These elements are: {1, 2}, {3,4}, {5,6}. I

1.6 Cartesian Products of Sets

We've already mentioned that when a set A is described by listing its elements, the order
in which the elements of A are listed doesn't matter. That is, if the set A consists of two
elements xandy,thenA: {¡, y} : {y,xl. Whenwespeakof theorderedpair(x, y),
however, this is another story. The ordered pair (x, y) is a single element consisting of a
pair of elements in which -t is the first element (or first coordinate) of the ordered pair
(,r, y) and y is the second element (or second coordinate). Moreover, for two ordered
pairs (x, y) and (w, z) to be equal, that is, (x, y) : (w, z), we must have x : w and
y : z. So, if x I y, then (x, y) * (y, x).

The Cartesian product (or simply the product) A x B of two sets A and B is the

set consisting of all ordered pairs whose first coordinate belongs to A and whose second
coordinate belongs to B. In other words,

A x B : {(a,b)'i a e A andb e B}.
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Example 1.21 If A -- {x, y} and B : {1, 2,3}, then

A x B: {(r, l), (x,2),(x,3), (y, 1), (y,2),(y,3)},

while

B x A: {(1, x), (r, y), (2, x), (2, y), (3, x), (3, y)}.

since,for exqmple, (x, 1) e Ax B and(x,l) É B x A,these two sets do not contain
the same eiements; so A x B + B x A. Also,

A x A : {(x, x), (x, y), (y, x), (y, y)}

and
B x B : {(1, t), (1,2), e,3), (2, t), (2,2), (2,3), (3, 1), (3,2), (3,3)}. t

Vy'e also note that if A : Ø or B : Ø,then A x B : Ø.

The caftesian product R x R is the set of all points in the Euclidean plane. For
example, the graph of the straight line y : 2x 13 is the set

{(x,y)e RxR y:2xi3}.
For the sets A : {x, y} andB : { 1, 2, 3} given in Example 1.21, 

I Al : 2 and lB I :
3; while lA x Bl: 6. Indeed, for all finite sets A and B,

lA x Bl: lAl . lBl.

Cartesian products will be explored in more detail in Chapter 7.

BXERCISBS FOR CHAPTBR 1

Section 1.1: Describing a Set

1.1. Which of the following are sets?

(a) 1,2,3
(b) {1,2},3
(c) {{1},2},3
(d) {1, {2},3}
(e) {1 , 2, a, b}

1.2. Let s : {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3}. Describe each of rhe following sers as {; e s
condition on -r.

(a) A: {1,2,3}
(b) B: {0,1,2,3}
(c) C: {-2,-l}.
(d) D : I-2,2,3|.

1.3. Determine the cardinality of each of the following sets:

(a) A : {1,2,3,4,5}
(b) B : {0,2,4,...,20]t
(c) C : {25,26,27,...,75}

p(.r)), where p(x) is some


